ALCHEMY'18
WORKSHOP

HTRI
18th March

Application: Heat Exchanger Design

Conducted by: Vivekanandham, Managing Director, TryCae Pvt Ltd

Cost: 250/-

Registration link: alchemy.nitt.edu/

CHAIRPERSON
Karthik - 75987 10349
PUBLICITY HEAD
Thanay - 96772 24699

OVERALL COORDINATOR
Kugan - 97893 79883
WORKSHOP HEAD
Seshasayee - 70106 96974
Process optimization and intensification using **MATLAB**

17th March

**Application:**
Industrial Optimization, Equipment Design

**Cost:** 200/-

**Registration link:** alchemy.nitt.edu/

**Chairperson**
Karthik - 75987 10349
Publicity Head
Thanay - 96772 24699

**Overall Coordinator**
Kugan - 97893 79883
Workshop Head
Seshasayee - 70106 96974
ALCHEMY ’18
Workshops
5th to 7th October 2018

By,
Mr S Chakravartybharath
Senior Principal Engineer, Process Design currently working at Technip India Limited

By,
Vivekanandham, Managing Director, TryCae Pvt Ltd

Visit us at alchemy.nitt.edu
Facebook.com/alchemy.nitt

Chairperson
Anupama - 94955 23839
Publicity Head
Harishwar - 75980 67898

Overall Coordinator
Narayan - 97904 85814
Workshops Head
Aman - 74483 36111
The finite element analysis using ANSYS®

17th March

Application:
Finite element analysis, Chemical Reaction Engineering Design

Conducted by:
Mr. Moulishe
Engineering Department,
General Motors Pvt. Ltd.

Cost: 300/-
Registration link: alchemy.nitt.edu/

CHAIRPERSON
Karthik - 7598710349
PUBLICITY HEAD
Thanay - 9677224699

OVERALL COORDINATOR
Kugan - 9789379883
WORKSHOP HEAD
Seshasayee - 7010696974
GUEST LECTURES

SUDHHASATWA BASU
Director of Council of Scientific Industrial Research - Institute of Minerals and Materials Technology (CSIR-IMMT)

We're extremely delighted to invite you to his insightful lecture on "Role of Education in Innovation, Startups and Entrepreneurship"

Date: 25th April
Time: 3.15 pm - 4.15 pm
Platform: Ms Teams
Free registration

SURESH KUMAR BHATIA
Professor, University of Queensland. An elected fellow of the Indian Academy of Sciences (1993), and the Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering (2010).

We're extremely delighted to invite you to his thoughtful lecture on "Computational Design of Composite Membranes for Gas Separation"

Date: 24th April
Time: 4.30 pm - 6.00 pm
Platform: Ms Teams
Free registration
WORKSHOPS

SIMULATION WORKSHOP ON ASPEN
This workshop is mainly aimed at providing rich hands-on experience to the participants on the use of process simulation software - ASPEN PLUS in addressing Chemical Engineering problems. The lecture sessions are carefully designed to provide the required theoretical background. The laboratory exercises include problems drawn from almost all the core areas of Chemical Engineering. This is a 3 day workshop starting from 23rd April, 2021 - 25th April, 2021
23 Apr, 2021
Event Cost: ₹300
Workshop Managers: +91 8939650294, +91 8700165077

WORKSHOP ON GUIDANCE FOR RESEARCH PAPER WRITING
Getting a research project published in an accredited journal holds benefits for both the researcher and the institution hosting the journal. It is through publication that the research, including its scientific and practical contributions, is disseminated to others in a particular field. This makes scientific researchers and practitioners with similar interests aware of new knowledge in their field and it helps to advance knowledge and its application. Register if you want to write research papers like a pro!
23 Apr, 2021
Event Cost: ₹200
Workshop Managers: +91 8700165077, +91 9037214463
Alchemy ‘21 presents

GUEST LECTURE

Topic - Computational Design of Composite Membranes for Gas Separation

Dr. Suresh Kumar Bhatia
Professor,
University of Queensland

Date: 24th April
Time: 4.30 pm - 6.00 pm
Platform: Ms Teams

About the speaker
Dr. Suresh Kumar Bhatia is an elected fellow of the Indian Academy of Sciences (1993), and the Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering (2010)

Register at: alchemy.nitt.edu

CONTACT
Nila Kumaran: +91 98400 63943
Alchemy ‘21 presents

GUEST LECTURE

Topic - Role of Education in Innovation, Startups and Entrepreneurship

Dr. Sudhhasatwa Babu
Director of Council of Scientific Industrial Research - Institute of Minerals and Materials Technology (CSIR-IMMT)

Date: 25th April
Time: 3.15 pm - 4.15 pm
Platform: Ms teams

Register at: alchemy.nitt.edu

CONTACT
Nila Kumaran: +91 98400 63943
MATLAB WORKSHOP

APRIL 20TH - 21ST

REGISTER AT
alchemy.nitt.edu/workshops

Devender
8700165077

Sri Ram
8939650294

CONTACTS
RESEARCH PAPER WRITING WORKSHOP

APRIL 23RD

REGISTER AT
alchemy.nitt.edu/workshops

CONTACTS

Devender
8700165077

Sri Ram
8939650294
ASPIN WORKSHOP

APRIL 23RD - 25TH

REGISTER AT
alchemy.nitt.edu/workshops

Devender
8700165077

Sri Ram
8939650294

CONTACTS
ALCHEMY'22
PRESENTS

STARTUP INCUBATION WORKSHOP

DATE: 27th MAR 22
TIME: 10 AM

Register at alchemy.nitt.edu

Janagan 6383008571
Raamesh 7358496547

CONTACTS
ALCHEMY’22 PRESENTS
HTRI WORKSHOP
DATE: 26th MAR 22
TIME: 2 PM

Register at alchemy.nitt.edu

Janagan 6383008571

Raamesh 7358498547

CONTACTS
GUEST LECTURE

About the speaker
Dr. Praveen Linga is the Vice Dean for communications and outreach in the faculty of Engineering and Dean’s Chair Associate Professor in the Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering at the National University of Singapore (NUS).

We’re extremely delighted to invite you to his insightful lecture on ‘Clathrate Hydrates, what can engineers do with it?’

DATE: 28/09/2021
TIME: 04.30 PM
PLATFORM: MS TEAMS

Meeting link: tinyurl.com/zfk9pfa

Dr. PRAVEEN LINGA
ALCHEMY '18

Workshops

5th to 7th October 2018

By,
Mr. S Chakravarthybharath
Senior Principal Engineer, Process Design currently working at Technip India Limited

By,
Vivekanandham, Managing Director, TryCae Pvt Ltd

Visit us at alchemy.nitt.edu
Facebook.com/alchemy.nitt
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Anupama - 94955 23839
Publicity Head
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